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Across
1. put up with 
7. furthermore 
11. Elsa’s medium, in 
  “Frozen”  
14. of or relating to electri-
  cal impulses in the body
15. Cuarón film nominated
  for Best Picture in
  2019 
16. pester 
17. cellar opposites  
18. turkey accessory  
20. removed bird?  
22. bought without a pre-
  scription: Abbr. 
23. type of shirt or golfing
  tool 
24. response: Abbr.  
25. tested (one’s patience,
  for example) 
27. older folks: Abbr.  

28. everyone’s favorite
  school mascot  
30. the most common type
  of volcanic rock  
31. brought into exis-
  tence  
33. speaks  
34. “the bird has been 
  prepared”?  
37. city once divided by a 
  famous wall  
38. excellence, in Greek  
39. element 53  
40. problems reversible by
  Narcan: Abbr.  
41. serpentine symbol of 
  royalty in ancient
  Egypt  
44. turkey accessory 
45. “         Patrol” on 
  Nickelodeon  
47. actress Michele of “Glee”

48. model Marie Carangi
  played by Angelina 
  Jolie  
49. frigid bird? 
53. chicken house  
55. prolonged period of
  cold, globally 
56. first lady?  
57. org. that shoots for the
  stars  
58. demeanor  
59. prefix meaning “in the
  center of”  
60. Robert who played A.J.
  Soprano
61. compounds made from
  acid and alcohol

Down
1. brings to fruition  
2. Minecraft hell  
3. responsibilities  
4.         acid; cause of 
  gout 
5. resting place for bicycles or 
  coats  
6. “What         is new?” 
7. malicious fire-
  starting  
8. flower similar to a water-
  lily 
9. dirt flake  
10. mean word for a clumsy
  individual 
11. begin 
12. marked as used, for a
  postage stamp 
13. chicken preceder, 
  controversially 
19. give up 
21. river in eastern 
  Australia  
25. psychic cards 
26. John Randle and Alan
  Page, e.g. 
28. resembling pitch or
  tar 
29. substance formerly used
  to bleach flour 
30. heckled  
31. Venezuelan independence
  leader Simón 
32. travel agency: Abbr.  
34. father of Queen 
  Elizabeth II 
35. inducted into the 
  clergy 
36. large group  
37. Tom Hanks movie with
  a famous scene at FAO
  Schwarz 
41. simplest type of 
  hydrocarbon  
42. folk singer and activist
  Pete 
43. ones who give
  money 
45. clique or social
  group  
46. devotional structure or
  site of sacrifice  
49. stocking stuffer for 
  naughty children 
50.         will tell  
51. college application system
  in the UK 
52. “Seasons of Love” 
  musical  
53. edge of a garment  
54. trolls of Japanese 
  mythology  


